Abstract-Kinetic simulation results are presented to study the response of multineedle Langmuir probes of the type used on many satellites. Simulations of isolated probes are used to parameterize the current collected as a function of voltage for a set of densities and temperatures relevant to the Earth's ionosphere. These simulations also serve to assess the validity of analytic results obtained from the orbital motion limited (OML) theory used in recent studies. Computed probe characteristics are then fitted with empirical scaling laws and used to account for electron current collected by needle probes on a typical triple CubeSat. These fits are then used to determine the impact of the probes and guards on the spacecraft floating potential for a nominal configuration of bias voltages, over the plasma parameters of interest. In order for the probes to work as intended, they must operate at a positive potential with respect to the ambient plasma. However, the results show that for the cases considered, the spacecraft floating potential is so low that the probe with the lowest voltage becomes negative. Possible solutions are examined and proposed to ensure that all probes remain at a positive voltage with respect to surrounding plasma.
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I. INTRODUCTION

L
ANGMUIR probes are the instrument of choice in many laboratory and space plasma experiments. They are easy to build, and there exist simple theoretical models that can be used to derive physical quantities, such as the electron density and temperature, from the measurements.
For thin cylindrical Langmuir probes (needle probes), the orbital motion limited (OML) theory predicts that two probes with fixed bias voltage are sufficient to eliminate any temperature dependence and compute the electron density. While having a single probe with a swept bias voltage is also possible, the sweeping time, which is in the order of seconds, reduces the spatial resolution of spaceborne instruments [1] . For this reason, the miniaturized fixed-bias multineedle Langmuir probes (m-NLPs) have spurred interest in the nanosatellite community, and several CubeSats have been equipped with a set of four needle probes (4-NLP) [2] . However, the theory used in the interpretation of these probes makes several assumptions, most importantly, that the probes are infinitely long. The probes on today's CubeSats are typically 25 mm long, and probes of 50 and even 100 mm have been considered in order to improve performance. According to some experiments, this should give significantly improved results [3] , while others conclude that the finite-length effects are significant even for probes in excess of 50 Debye lengths (λ D ) [4] . None of the suggested lengths are sufficient to overcome the 50λ D barrier for typical ionospheric conditions, where the Debye length may range from about 2 to 12 mm.
The second issue we address is the effect that the probes have on the floating potential. Fixed-bias Langmuir probes are supposed to operate at a positive voltage with respect to the ambient plasma. It is a common concern that the spacecraft may be so negatively charged that this condition is not satisfied, especially for a small spacecraft where the positively biased Langmuir probes may collect a considerable amount of charge compared with positive charges that can be collected by the surface of the spacecraft.
In this paper, we address both issues with numerical, particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. We first study in detail the probe currents and the probe environment for 50-mmlong probes and provide curve-fits to their current-voltage characteristics. We then continue with the simulations of a three-unit CubeSat to study how a 4-NLP instrument affects the floating potential of the satellite. Finally, we simulate how altered bias voltages and geometries of the 4-NLP instrument can be used to maintain an appropriate floating potential of the spacecraft. This is an extension of the work in [5] .
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we present the background theory on measurements using fixed bias probes. Simulations of Langmuir probes, as well as CubeSat floating potentials, are presented in Section III. First, the methods and results are presented in Sections III-A-III-D, and then, the results are discussed in Sections III-E and III-F. In Section IV, we suggest some improvements based on the shortcomings discovered. Finally, the conclusion follows in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
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where −e, m, n, and T are the charge, mass, density, and temperature of the electron, while k is Boltzmann's constant. The expression is valid for planar, cylindrical, and spherical objects, with the correct values for the constants C, A, and β listed in Table I . A is simply the surface area of the object. The expression is valid for a plasma that is 1) collisionless, 2) nondrifting Maxwellian, and 3) nonmagnetized. These assumptions are justified in [1] and will not be further investigated here. It is further required that 4) the ion collected current is much smaller than the electron collected current. This is true for typical ionospheric conditions with ions drifting at approximately 7500 m/s, 5) that the object is not affected by other, nearby objects, and 6) eV /kT > 0 or, for cylindrical objects, eV /kT 2. As for the probe geometry, it is assumed that 7) the probe is very thin (r λ D ), and for cylindrical probes, 8) very long (l λ D ). The m-NLPs on CubeSats typically have a radius of 0.255 mm [2] , such that r/λ D < 0.2 for the Debye lengths considered. According to numerical simulations by Laframboise [7] , finite-radius effects are not significant even for r/λ D = 1, so this assumption is valid. The assumptions eV /kT 2 and l λ D will be discussed further in what follows. The vicinity of other objects is only briefly considered.
Langmuir probes use current-voltage characteristics (1) to infer electron density and/or temperature from current/voltage measurements. In particular, for a fixed-bias Langmuir probe p, the probe is fixed at a bias voltage V 0 p with respect to the spacecraft, which itself is at an unknown floating potential V 0 with respect to the ambient plasma, i.e., the probe potential is V p = V 0 + V 0 p . It was observed by Jacobsen et al. [1] that when a cylindrical probe is used, the OML theory predicts that the current squared splits into a temperature-dependent part and a voltage-dependent part
By subtracting the current squared for two such probes at different biases V 01 and V 02 , the unknown temperature as well as the unknown floating potential are eliminated, and one can rearrange the result to get the electron density
However, if the OML theory does not hold because one or more of the above-listed assumptions are not satisfied, this expression may be inaccurate. In fact, finite-length effects are significant for today's CubeSat probes of 25-mm length (roughly 2.5λ D for typical Debye lengths of 10 mm), though the literature is diverse as to how bad the finite-length effects are, and how long probes must be to overcome them. For example, Hoang et al. [3] and Johanning et al. [8] agree that 5-10 Debye lengths strongly diminish the finite-length effects, whereas Hoskinson and Hershkowitz [4] finds that even 50 Debye lengths is not enough to justify the use of OML theory.
On the other hand, if one imagines the probe shortening until l λ D , it will appear as just a tiny, spherical speck compared with the Debye length, and the OML theory for a spherical probe, with β = 1 instead of 0.5, becomes valid.
Since (1) is valid for very short and very long probes, it is reasonable to expect the current-voltage characteristic to be of the same shape for finite-length probes, but with different values for β and the product C A (C and A are inseparable). If one assumes that eV /kT 1, the OML equation (1) takes the form
For finite lengths, the coefficients a and β cannot be inferred from the OML theory but must be determined by fitting it to numerical simulations. This makes (4) an empirical relation, and it is to be applied only within the range of parameters in which it is constructed and for which uncertainties are known to be small. This relation will be used when studying the floating potential of the CubeSat.
III. SIMULATIONS OF PROBE CHARACTERISTICS AND CUBESAT FLOATING POTENTIAL
In the following, we use unstructured PIC simulations from the program PTetra [9] , [10] to study the impact that m-NLPs have on the floating potential of small spacecrafts, in particular, a triple CubeSat. However, due to the very fine scale of the probes compared with the satellite body, it is computationally prohibitive to do a full simulation of a satellite with probes. Instead, we first do separate simulations of a probe at various fixed voltages with respect to the ambient plasma, and from the measured collected currents, we do a curve-fit to the semiempirical power law (4). Next, we simulate the spacecraft without probes, but for each time-step, we add the charge Q = I t collected by the probes during the time-step t to the satellite, where I is given by the empirical fit. The charge collected by the probes will then depend on the spacecraft potential since the probes have a fixed bias with respect to the spacecraft. Simulations are carried out in time until a steady state is reached, from which the floating potential is obtained.
The above-outlined approach relies on the assumption that the fields due to the probe and the rest of the spacecraft do not interact sufficiently to significantly affect the net collected current of the spacecraft. This assumption is supported by the fact that the probes and the guards (the part in direct contact with the probes) have the same voltage, and moreover, the bulk of the spacecraft is separated from the probe and has a much larger collection area. In order to cover the typical environment experienced by a small satellite in a (circular) low Earth orbit at 400-km altitude, we have chosen to simulate a range of three electron densities and three electron temperatures. The parameters are shown in Table II along with the resulting Debye lengths λ D = (ε 0 kT/e 2 n) 1/2 (ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity). The ions are all taken to be O + ions of the same density and temperature as the electrons. The ionospheric plasma drift velocity relative to the spacecraft is assumed to be 7672 m/s (i.e., roughly the orbital velocity).
A. Probe Simulations
In order to do the current-voltage curve-fits, simulations were carried out for each density and temperature, with several probe voltages ranging from 1 to 7 V with respect to the ambient plasma. Representative eV /kT ratios are shown in Table III . The geometry, created using Gmsh [11] , is shown in Fig. 1 , and the simulations were initialized with up to 10 million particles per species, such that each simulation particle corresponded to 1-5 physical particles. All simulations ran for more than 4 μs, with a time-step of at most 0.51 ns, and the currents were averaged by an exponential moving average (EMA) filter with relaxation time τ = 0.1 μs before the last data point is taken as the steady-state current. The currents include both ion and electron collection. EMA filtering of a discrete time-series {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x N } is achieved recursively, throughx
where w i = exp(−(t i − t i−1 )/τ ) and t i is the time at time-step i . As an example, Fig. 2 shows the unfiltered and EMA-filtered time-evolution of current collected by probes at different voltages in a plasma with n = 1.0 × 10 11 m −3 and kT = 0.08 eV. The steady-state currents are then used to determine the fitting coefficients a and β in (4).
B. Results of Probe Simulations
Isocontours at steady state for the sheath formation around the probes are shown in Fig. 3 , and fitting coefficients for the power law (4) are presented in Table IV . The simulated collected probe currents are on average 1.1% off the curve-fit and at most 3.4% off. For reference, the steady-state probe currents are listed in the Appendix.
C. CubeSat Simulations
The geometry for the satellite simulations is shown in Fig. 4 . In addition to the 30 × 10 × 10 cm 3 body of the spacecraft, four booms are included, which are used to separate the needle probes from the body in order to avoid measuring perturbations caused by the spacecraft itself. Each boom is supporting a shorter cylindrical segment, the guard, which is itself attached to the probe [2] . The plane of the probes is 3 cm ahead of the satellite body, and each boom starts 2 √ 2 cm diagonally off-center. See Table V for further dimensions. All booms are grounded to the satellite body, whereas the guards are biased to the same potential as the probe they support, as in actual CubeSats. This is intended to reduce fringe effects at the connection points. Only the currents Fig. 4 . Illustration of the spacecraft geometry considered in the simulations, with four booms and guards on the ram side, parallel to one of the smaller faces of the satellite. The guard is nearly indistinguishable from the boom unless it is zoomed into. Needle probes are not included in the geometry, and the currents that they collect are accounted for in the simulations using the scaling law (4). collected by the probes are used in measurements. The four probes are biased at 2.5, 4.0, 5.5, and 7.0 V with respect to the spacecraft, respectively, whereas the potential of the spacecraft is self-consistently determined from the charges accumulated by all parts of the assembly, as well as the currents derived from the power law for the probes. Since ion-collecting probes collect a negligible current, no charge is added for probes that have turned negative. The meshes were created using Gmsh [11] , with a resolution of 5 mm on the outer boundary and the satellite body and a fifth of the radius on all cylindrical parts. This results in roughly 4.5 million tetrahedral cells. An extra fine mesh had to be used for simulating the conditions with the shortest Debye length (see Table II ) in order to properly resolve the Debye length. The domain of this finer mesh had a resolution of 3 mm on the outer boundary and the satellite body and a third of the radius for the cylindrical parts. The outer boundary also had to be made somewhat smaller in order to reduce the computational cost to a feasible level. However, the boundary is still at least 5 cm away from the spacecraft in any direction. This mesh consists of roughly 8.5 million tetrahedral cells. See also Fig. 7 . In all cases, the simulations are initialized with 140 million simulation particles of each species. Then, each simulation particle corresponds to 70-1000 physical particles depending on the parameters of the simulation.
Since the simulations are very time-consuming, most of them have not reached a sufficiently steady state. To correct for this, we perform a nonlinear least squares curve-fit of the latter half of the simulated spacecraft potential to the function
where f 0 , f 1 , and ν are the fitting coefficients. f 0 is then the steady-state value or the floating potential. That the first part of the simulated spacecraft potential is excluded from the fitting is important, because it contains faster transient exponential and oscillatory components which would degrade the fit. These are simulation artifacts due to unphysical initial conditions, namely, a uniform plasma containing a spacecraft with zero charge. For the sake of illustration, in Fig. 5 , we consider the evolution of the spacecraft potential for the simulation that has reached furthest into the steady-state region. The spacecraft potential reaches −3.65 V at the end of this simulation, but if the simulation had been stopped after 20 μs, the spacecraft potential would have only been −3.46 V. The curve-fit predicts −3.66 V both when applied after 20 μs and after the end of the simulation.
All simulations have run for at least 20 μs. The latter half is without significant transients for all simulations.
Currents collected by the guards are also recorded. In order to reduce noise, first, they are EMA-filtered with a relaxation time of 0.1 μs before their last half is curve-fitted to (6) similar to the spacecraft potential. For illustration, see Fig. 6 .
D. Results of CubeSat Simulations
Floating potentials for the satellite are listed in Table VI , for the simulated densities and temperatures. Currents collected by the four probes and guards are also given in Table VII . The probe currents are derived from the power law (4) for the Table VI , whereas the currents collected by the guards are obtained directly from the kinetic simulations described in Section III-C.
E. Discussion of Probe Simulations
The curve-fits of the simulation results of a 50-mm probe to (4) lead to β ∼ 0.8, which is in clear disagreement with β ∼ 0.5 found in [3] and [8] . However, our results agree well with those of Hoskinson and Hershkowitz [4] , who suggest the empirical relation β = 1 − 0.5 exp(−8λ D /l) when the radius is much smaller than the Debye length. With this relation, the value of β should range between 0.63 and 0.92 for the Debye lengths considered here.
Actual m-NLPs have a guard that reduces edge-effects on one end of the probe. In the simulations, we have recorded the current collected for each centimeter of the probe individually. This gives us some means for assessing the edge effects. If the guard eliminates edge effects on one end of the probe completely, one would expect the two 1-cm-long segments closest to the guard to collect the same amount of current as the middle section. An estimated collected current is then obtained from the simulations by counting the current from the middle segment three times while ignoring the two segments closest to one of the ends. Performing the curve-fits of these currents to (4) does not alter the values of a and β by more than 7% and 4%, respectively, compared with the values in Table IV .
The implication here is that when β is significantly different from 0.5, there remains a temperature dependence in I 2 2 − I 2 1 , and (3) cannot be used to accurately determine the density. In such cases, it may be preferable to consider an alternative approach such as the one presented in [3] .
It is also interesting to consider the shape of the sheath, given that the previous estimates of end-effects have made assumptions on this shape. For instance, Jaeger et al. [12] assumed the sheath to be cylindrical plus hemispherical on the ends. Considering Fig. 3 , this is evidently not the case for the lower densities. The edge-effects extend far inward on the probe, and the sheath looks more like a prolate spheroid than a cylinder. For the higher densities, when the probe is much larger than the Debye length, the assumption of a cylindrical plus hemispherical sheath is better approached. This shows that Jaeger's assumption should be limited to probes that are much longer than the Debye length.
The sheath also expands as the voltage increases, and the ratio of the long axis to the shorter axis (aspect ratio) decreases, i.e., it becomes less prolate. For the higher temperature, this change in the shape of equipotentials is less pronounced, while for the lower temperature, the difference is more pronounced. This is explained by a much larger normalized voltage eV /kT for the low-temperature case. For the higher temperatures, eV /kT never exceeds roughly 25, while for the lower temperature, this ratio is between 10 and 90 (see Table III ). We conclude that as eV /kT increases, the sheath becomes relatively larger and less prolate, but as long as eV /kT 25, the sheath is roughly fixed. This agrees well with the results by Choinière and Gilchrist [13] and Hoyt and Minor [14] . Table IV shows that for a given temperature, β decreases as the density increases. This is to be expected since, under this condition, higher densities correspond to smaller values of the Debye length, and the fact that larger ratios of the probe length to the Debye length lead to collected currents being closer to those predicted in the OML approximation for an infinite probe; that is, to β closer to 0.5. It is interesting to note, however, that for a given density, as the temperature increases, leading to an increase in the Debye length, β decreases. This counterintuitive result, on the sole basis of the probe length-to-Debye length ratio, can be understood by the fact that the Debye length is not the only factor affecting the effective collection cross section of the probe. Indeed, referring to (1), the effective radial probe cross section, including the thermal speed factor, is also affected by the temperature. In the idealized OML approximation (β = 0.5), when eV /kT 1, temperature variations have a negligible effect. In a nonideal situation, for a finite length probe with β > 0.5, however, an increase in T with a fixed density and potential leads to a decrease in the effective cross section. This in turn tends to increase the ratio of length to effective radial collection cross section, thus reducing the relative contribution of end effects and lowering β. We note that while (4) with the coefficients in Table IV fits well with data in Table IX , it is not meant to be applicable beyond the range of plasma parameters and probe voltages considered. In particular, it should not be extrapolated to large temperatures for which the assumption eV /kT 1 made in (4) would break down.
It should be noted that the semi-empirical power law (4) was derived assuming eV /kT 1, which is not very well satisfied for the 1-V probe simulations. Nevertheless, the low fitting error indicates that it is a reasonable approximation for further use in the simulations of the CubeSat floating potential.
F. Discussion of CubeSat Simulations
Equation (1) assumes that eV /kT 2, which means that the probe voltage should be at least 0.16-0.52 V with respect to the ambient plasma for the temperatures considered. At the very least, the probe should be collecting electrons, i.e., be positive with respect to ambient plasma [3] . In the absence of Langmuir probes, one would expect an object such as a CubeSat to have a floating potential of roughly −0.5 to −1.0 V. Using a simplified model, we have simulated the floating potential of a triple CubeSat with electron-collecting probes. The probes are accounted for indirectly through the power law (4), and the model does not account for: 1) every component of the spacecraft, e.g., the solar panels; 2) the Earth's magnetic flux density; 3) day-side photoelectron emission; and 4) possible magnetic connectivity between the probes and other spacecraft components. Nonetheless, the model should capture the effect that the probes have on the floating potential of the spacecraft.
Probes with a voltage between 0 and 1 V fall outside the range that the power law (4) was fitted for (probes with negative potential collect no current in the simulations). That a probe merely passes through this region in the transient phase can be disregarded since it will readjust. However, from Table VI, it can be seen that in many cases, the CubeSat floating potential is between −3 and −4 V, thereby leaving the probe biased at 4 V, between 0 and 1 V with respect to the plasma at steady state. Even though the current collected by these probes may be less accurate, they collect far less current than the guards and the other probes. Considering, for instance, the case of n = 12 × 10 11 m −3 and kT = 0.17 eV, the lowest probe is predicted to collect −1.12 μA. By comparison, the guards and all the other probes combined collect −30.3 μA. All probes are below the upper limit of 7 V with respect to the plasma. This supports the power law (4) as a valid approximation in this paper.
Unfortunately, the simulations show that due to the extra current collected by the probes and the guards, the floating CubeSat potential is always below −2.5 V, and consequentially, the probe with the lowest bias voltage (2.5 V) is negative with respect to the ambient plasma. With today's 25-mm probes, the lower probe is often excluded from the analysis due to a suspicion that it is negative [3] . For 50-mm probes, even the second lowest probe is compromised, as the floating potential may even go down to −4.1 V.
It is also interesting to note that the spacecraft floating potential becomes less negative, as the temperature increases. This may seem counterintuitive since, in the absence of photoelectrons or secondary electron emission, the floating potential of a satellite is generally negative and proportional in absolute value to the temperature. This dependence on T of the floating potential is a result of the decrease in electron current collected by the probes as T increases [see (1)].
IV. REMEDIES OF THE FLOATING POTENTIAL
Several possible solutions to the floating potential problem come to mind as follows. 1) The most obvious is, perhaps, not to increase the length of the probes beyond the current 25 mm. 2) From Table VII, the guard is seen to collect a significant fraction of the electron current. This, then, leads to the question as to whether it could be made shorter, which would then lead to a reduced overall collected electron current.
3) Another possibility is to use a different set of probe biases. One could try to raise the biases, such that the probe voltages become positive. However, higher probe voltages lead to an increase in the collected currents, which in turn lowers the potential of the spacecraft and the probes. On the other hand, lower biases may lead to less collected currents, and higher spacecraft potential, but will it be enough to make the probes voltages higher despite the lower bias? Since only the lower biased probe(s) tend to become negative with respect to background plasma, a solution could be to reduce the difference between the higher and lower bias voltages in such a manner that the net collected current remains roughly the same. That is, the sum of (4) over all probes is roughly the same, given the same floating potential.
Four more cases were simulated to study the effectiveness of such changes in probe geometry and bias voltages. For the middle case, with a density of n = 3.5 × 10 11 m −3 and a temperature of kT = 0.17 eV, we have carried out simulations with: 1) the guard shortened to 5 mm; 2) the bias voltages of the four probes (and guards) set to 3.6, 4.4, 5.2, and 6.0 V; and 3) both measures combined. In addition, we have simulated the effect of both measures combined, assuming a density of n = 12.0 × 10 11 m −3 and a temperature of kT = 0.08 eV, for which the spacecraft potential is the lowest.
A. Results
The floating potential with these three proposed improvements are listed in Table VIII . For reference, simulations without the proposed improvements (from Section III) are also included. The lower probe voltages are also listed in order to ease the comparison. For completeness, the currents collected by the guards are listed in the Appendix. The probe currents can be derived from (4), should they be of interest.
B. Discussion
Considering the simulations with n = 3.5 × 10 11 m −3 and kT = 0.17 eV in Table VIII , it is seen that shortening the guard (without changing the biases) helps somewhat in raising the probe potentials, although not enough to make the lower one positive. Changing the biases, without changing the guard, does not change the floating potential significantly. This is not surprising, given that the bias voltages were chosen to make the net collected probe current unchanged. Some change is, of course, unavoidable since the law for current collected by the probes (4) does not account for the current collected by the guards. Although the spacecraft floating potential is not significantly affected, the higher bias of the lower probe is just enough to make it positive. In fact, reducing the difference between the higher and lower bias voltages was more effective than shortening the guard. The best effect is, of course, achieved when taking both measures together. When both the guard is shortened and the span of the bias voltages is reduced, the lower probe potential barely dips below 0 V even for the density and temperature yielding the lowest floating potential. Clearly, the second lower probe is no longer compromised. These results suggest that the lower probe voltage might be increased even more by using even smaller increments in bias voltages, for example, using 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, and 5.0 V for the four probes.
In practice, of course, there is a lower limit to the voltage difference between the probes, as too small increments would result in unacceptably low signal-to-noise (or uncertainty) ratio from the measurements. As argued earlier, too large increments, on the other hand, would lead to the lower bias probes being negative. The determination of the optimal increment, for a given instrument, is beyond the scope of this paper, but it should be considered in the design of future CubeSat missions using fixed-bias m-NLPs.
We note that it is not known how much a shorter guard would affect the performance of the instrument. A study on how long the guards must be to be effective would be considered in the future.
V. CONCLUSION
In recent years, the use of m-NLPs on small satellites has gained in popularity due to their high spatial resolution and simple analysis following from the OML theory [2] . However, the OML theory assumes the probes to be much longer than the Debye length, and today's 25-mm probes are not sufficient to justify this assumption. As a response, longer probes have been suggested [3] . We have carried out PIC simulations of four 50-mm probes on a triple CubeSat. Our simulations show that the probes and guards will collect a considerable amount of electrons due to their positive potential with respect to the ambient plasma, thereby reducing the floating potential of the spacecraft. If the floating potential becomes too negative, the lower biased probe(s) may also become negative, and they can no longer be used in analyses based on the OML theory for positive probes. Even with today's 25-mm probes, it is a common practice to exclude the probe with the lowest bias voltage from the analysis due to a suspicion that it has become negative [3] . With the larger collecting surface of 50-mm probes, the simulations confirm that the lower probe will indeed become negative, and moreover, that the second lowest probe is at risk of becoming negative as well.
We have demonstrated that it is possible to avoid a negative potential by using a shorter guard, which will collect less current, and by reducing the difference between the higher and lower bias voltages. Specifically, using a guard of 5 mm and bias voltages of 3.6, 4.4, 5.2, and 6.0 V increases the lower probe voltage by roughly 1.5 V compared with using a guard of 15 mm and bias voltages of 2.5, 4.0, 5.5, and 7.0 V, enough to stay positive in many cases, though not quite for the temperature and density yielding the lowest floating potential. A better effect may be achieved by reducing the voltage increment somewhat more, for instance, by using probe biases of 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, and 5.0 V.
Our results also show, in agreement with Hoskinson and Hershkowitz [4] , that even 50-mm probes are not enough to justify the use of OML theory. Since lengthening the probe even more will result in an even lower floating potential and is nevertheless impractical, one should look for alternative methods of inferring the density and possibly also temperature and floating potential from these probes. Instead of trying to combat finite-length effects, we suggest trying to take them into account in the analysis by means of simulations. One approach could be to make fits of simulated currents to analytical equations containing density, temperature, and floating potential. Given at least three current measurements, this could then be inverted. Another approach would be an attempt at multivariate regression from a four-tuple of currents to the physical quantities of interest. This would avoid the inversion problem. Future studies along these ideas are needed in order to construct more robust and accurate algorithms to interpret m-NLP measurements in terms of space plasma environment parameters.
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APPENDIX ADDITIONAL TABLES
For completeness, this section contains the table of steady-state collected probe currents (see Table IX), and  Table X lists the guard current for the remedies presented in Section IV. 
